Drug discovery in tuberculosis. New drug targets and antimycobacterial agents.
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a major health problem worldwide. The infectious agent, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, has a unique ability to survive within the host, alternating between active and latent disease states, and escaping the immune system defences. The extended duration of anti-TB regimens and the increasing prevalence of multidrug- (MDR) and extensively drug-resistant (XDR) M. tuberculosis strains have created an urgent need for new antibiotics active against drug-resistant organisms and that can shorten standard therapy. However, despite success in identifying active compounds through phenotypic screens, the conversion of hits into novel chemical series and ultimately into clinical candidates is hampered by the poor efficacy in eliminating M. tuberculosis within different host compartments, including macrophages, as well as a lack of knowledge about the specific target(s) inhibited and/or upregulated. The current status of anti-TB lead generation has much improved over the last decade, as exemplified by the recent approval of bedaquiline and delamanid to treat MDR-TB and XDR-TB. This review provides a critical analysis on the strategies used to progress hit compounds into viable lead candidates, and how emerging targets may play a role in TB drug discovery in the near future. Four new relevant targets are addressed: the enoyl-acyl carrier protein reductase, InhA; the transmembrane transport protein large, MmpL3; the decaprenylphospho-beta-d-ribofuranose 2-oxidase, DprE1; and the ubiquinol-cytochrome C reductase, QcrB. Validated hit compounds for each target are presented and explored, and the medicinal chemistry strategies to expand SAR around novel chemotypes analyzed. In addition, very recent emerging targets are also discussed.